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The cocharacter sequence has long been an important tool in the study
of algebras with polynomial identities. Analogous cocharacter sequences
w xhave also been defined and studied for algebra with involution 8, 5 ,
w xalgebras with Zr2Z-grading 4 , and algebras with action by a fixed finite
w xgroup 9 . In this paper we generalize to the case of algebras acted on by a
fixed finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H, and prove analogues of the basic
theorems of p.i. algebra cocharacters. Specifically, we compare the homo-
geneous and multilinear cocharacters and show that they are equivalent,
and we prove various bounds on the cocharacters.
Here is a section-by-section breakdown: Throughout, A will be an
algebra over the characteristic zero field F, and H will be a finite
dimensional Hopf algebra with an action on A. In Section 1 we define the
 < .  .S -cocharacter sequence x A H , the GL k -cocharacter sequencen Snn. < .  < .w A H , and the Poincare series P A H . In Section 2 we compareÂk k
these three sequences. We show that for each partition l of height F k,
l  < .the multiplicity of the irreducible S character x in x A H is the samen Sn
 . l n. .as the multiplicity of the irreducible GL k -character w in w A N H ,k k
 .which is the same as the multiplicity of the Schur function S t , . . . , t inl 1 k
 < .the Poincare series P A H . In Section 3 we will compare these threeÂ k
 .invariants with the ordinary S -cocharacter, GL k -cocharacter, andn
Poincare series. As a result of this comparison we show that the followingÂ
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are equivalent:
 .1 A is a p.i. algebra,
 .  < .2 deg x A H is exponentially bounded,Sn
 .  < .3 length x A H is polynomially bounded,Sn
 .  < .4 there exist k, l such that x A H is supported in the k = lSn
 < . lhook, i.e., x A H s  a x , andS lg H k , l; n. ln
 . n. < .5 deg w A H is polynomially bounded.k
Although an involution is not a Hopf algebra action, the proofs are
easily modified to this case. If A is an algebra with involution and A
 w x.satisfies some *-identity, then by Amitsur's theorem see 1 it is a p.i.
 .  .algebra and so 2 ] 5 will hold in this case.
The last three sections parallel the first three. In Section 4 we define
 < .  < .  < .finer invariants, x A H and x A H which refine x A HH ; S G L H . Sn k nn. < .  < .and w A H , respectively. The idea is this: x A H is defined usingk Sn
 .the fact that if f x , . . . , x is a multilinear H-identity for A, so is1 n
 .  .f x , . . . , x , for all s g S . More is true: If f x , . . . , x is a multi-s 1. s n. n 1 n
linear H-identity we may substitute not only x ¬ x , but also x ¬i s  i. i
 .h x for all h , . . . , h g H, s g S . Likewise, the definition ofi s  i. 1 n n
n. < .  .f A H used the fact that if f x , . . . , x is a homogeneous H-identityk 1 k
 .for A and if each y is a linear combination of x , . . . , x , then f y , . . . , yi 1 k 1 k
will be an identity for A of the same degree. But it is also true that if y isi
 .  .  .a linear combination h x q ??? qh x , h g H, then f y , . . . , yi1 1 i k k i j 1 k
will be an identity for A.
 .By investigating the representation theories of H ; S and GL H wen k
are able to extend our theorems to these cases, if H is semisimple as an
algebra and F is algebraically closed. In Section 5 we discuss this represen-
 < .  < .tation theory and prove that x A H and x A H have theG L H . H ; Sk n
same multiplicities of their irreducible parts. Finally, in Section 6, we
 < .  < .compare x A H to x A H . It follows immediately from the defini-H ; S Sn n
 < .  < .tion that x A H may be gotten from x A H by inducing down.S H ; Sn n
 .We investigate how irreducible H ; S -modules decompose as S -mod-n n
 .  .ules and use the result to prove an analogue of the equivalence of 1 ] 5
above.
1. DEFINITIONS
Throughout, F will be a field of characteristic zero, A will be an
F-algebra, and H will be a Hopf algebra. We assume that H acts on A
such that
 .  .1 If Dh s h m h , then for all a , a g A, h a a s1. 2. 1 2 1 2
 .  .h a h a .1. 1 2. 2
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 .   ..  . .2 For all h , h g H, a g A, h h a s h h a .1 2 1 2 1 2
 < :Given any set X, we may construct F X H , the free algebra on X
 < :with H-action. If H has basis h , . . . , h , then F X H will be freely1 n
  . < 4generated by the set h x i s 1, . . . , n, x g X . Given A as above, anyi
 < :set theoretic map r : X ª A extends uniquely to a map w : F X H ª A
which respects the algebraic operations and H-action. An element of
 < :F X H will be called an H-polynomial, and one which vanishes under all
 < .w will be called an H-polynomial identity for A. We denote by I A H the
ideal of H-polynomial identities. These H-identities satisfy many of the
same general properties as ordinary polynomial identities. We indicate two
of them:
 4  < :Let X s x , . . . , x . We give F X H an n-fold grading by setting1 n
  ..  .deg h x s 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 , with the 1 in the ith position. Since F is ani
infinite field, a standard Van Der Monde argument yields Lemma 1.
 < :LEMMA 1. Let f g F X H be an H-identity for A. Then each homoge-
neous components of f is also an H-identity for A.
 < :Likewise, we call f g F X H multilinear if degree n, if it is homoge-
 .neous of degree 1, . . . , 1 .
LEMMA 2. Let A and B be algebras with H-action such that, for all n,
e¨ery multilinear H-identity of degree n for A is also an identity for B. Then
e¨ery H-identity for A is an identity for B.
In light of Lemma 2, it is reasonable to pay particular attention to the
 < .   .  . <multilinear identities. Let V X H s Span h x ??? h xn 1 s 1. n s n.
4  < :h , . . . , h g H, s g S : F X H . There is a natural right action of S1 n n n
 < .   ..  .on V X H given by s h x s h x with the important property thatn i s i
 < .  < .V X H l I A H is an FS -submodule. Hence, as in the case of ordi-n n
nary p.i. algebras we may define the cocharacter sequence.
 < .  < .   < .DEFINITION 3. x A H s the S -character of V X H r V X H lS n n nn
 < ..I A H .
Correspondingly, we define the homogeneous cocharacter and the
Poincare series in this setting.Â
 4  < .DEFINITION 4. Let X s x , . . . x and define U A H to be the1 k k
 < :  < .  < .generic algebra F X H rI A H . By Lemma 1, U A H has a k-foldk
 .grading. Let a a , . . . , a be the dimension of the component of degree1 k
 .  < .  < .a , . . . , a . Finally, let P t , . . . , t ; A H , or P A H for short, be the1 k 1 k k
`  . a1 ak  < .formal power series  a a , . . . , a t ??? t . Then P A H willa , . . . a s0 1 k 1 k k1 k
be called the Poincare series of A.Â
 4DEFINITION 5. Again, let X s x , . . . x and let V be the vector space1 k
 .  < :   ..   ..with basis X. Then GL V acts on F X H via A h x s h A x . The
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 < .ideal of identities I A H is invariant under this action, and so the
 < .  .quotient U A H admits an action of GL V . We will be interested in thek
 . n. < .corresponding GL V -character. Let U A H be the subspace of totalk
degree n. This is a finite-dimensional, degree n submodule and we will
n. < .denote its character as f A H .k
2. COMPARISON OF MULTILINEAR COCHARACTERS,
HOMOGENEOUS COCHARACTERS, AND
ÂPOINCARE SERIES
Just as in the case of ordinary identities these three invariants are in a
sense equivalent. In order to describe this equivalence more precisely, we
first decompose each into its irreducible components. First, the multilinear
 < .cocharacter x A H may be written as a sum of irreducible S -charactersS nn
x l with multiplicities:
< lx A H s a x . . S ln
 .lgPar n
 < .Next, the Poincare series P A H is a symmetric function in the t 's andÂ k
so it may be written as a linear combination of Schur functions
`
<P A H s b S t , . . . , t , .  . k l l 1 k
ns0  .lgL nk
where the partitions l are restricted to have at most k non-zero parts,
 .which we denote by L n . Finally, the homogeneous cocharacterk
n. < .f A H can be decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible GL -char-k k
acters which we denote f l,k
n. < lf A H s c f . . k l k
 .lgL nk
 .THEOREM 6. For all l g L n , a s b s c .k l l l
Proof. The equality of b and c is immediate since the trace of thel l
 . n. < .diagonal matrix D s diag t , . . . , t acting on U A H is, on the one1 k k
hand,
n. < a1 aktr U A H s a a , . . . , a t ??? t , .  . . D k 1 k 1 k
a q ??? qa sn1 k
 .which equals  b S t , . . . t ; while on the other hand it is thelg L n. l l 1 kkn. w xGL -character f . The rest of the proof will follow the treatment in 5 ,k k
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w xwhich takes 8 as starting point. As in those works, we complete the proof
with the following two lemmas.
 .LEMMA 7. In the special case of k s n, a s b s c , for all l g Par n .l l l
 . multProof. Given any GL V -module W, we let W be the multilinear
part of W, namely,
¡ ¦t 0 ??? 01
0 t ??? 02mult ~ ¥W s w g W w s t t ??? t w .. . . . 1 2 k. . . .. . . . 0¢ §0 ??? 0 tk
 . l  < <.We claim that if W is the irreducible GL V -module W dim V s n s l ,
then W mult is the irreducible S -module Sl. This will imply the theorem,n
n. < .mult  < .   < .  < ..for U A H s V X H r V X H l I A H .n n
l  . lNow, since W is an irreducible GL V -module of degree n, W is
isomorphic to V mne , where e g FS is a minimal idempotent. Butl l n
 mn.mult  < 4V is spanned by vectors of the form ¨ m ??? m ¨ s g S ,s 1. s n. n
 4  mn.multwhere ¨ , . . . , ¨ is a basis for V. Hence V may be identified with1 n
 l.mult  mn .mult lFS and W ( V e ( S , where the isomorphisms are overn l
 .S ; GL V .n
LEMMA 8. Let K ) k and let
`
<P t , . . . , t ; A H s b S t , . . . , t . .  k 1 k l l 1 k
ns0  .lgL nk
and
`
<P t , . . . , t ; A H s B S t , . . . , t . . .  K 1 K l l 1 K
ns0  .lgL nK
 .Then b s B for all l g L n .l l k
 .  < .Proof. There is a k-fold degree preserving injection U A H ªk
 < .  < .  < .U A H . Hence, P t , . . . , t ; A H s P t , . . . , t , 0, . . . , 0; A H . TheK k 1 k K 1 k
lemma now follows from the basic property of Schur functions that
S t , . . . , t if ht l F k ; .  .l 1 kS t , . . . , t , 0, . . . , 0 s .l 1 k  0 otherwise.
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3. COMPARISON OF H-COCHARACTERS WITH
ORDINARY COCHARACTERS
Our next goal is to compare the H-cocharacters with the ordinary
cocharacters. Let A be an algebra with H-action which satisfies some
ordinary polynomial identities. We fix the notation that A will have
ordinary multilinear cocharacter
x A s m x l . S ln
 .lgPar n
and ordinary Poincare seriesÂ
`
P A s m S t , . . . , t , .  . k l l 1 k
ns0  .lgL nk
w x  .with the same multiplicities in each, by 3 , and U A will be the generick
algebra for A in k generators. We will continue to use the notation a forl
l  < .thee multiplicity of x in x A H .Sn
LEMMA 9. Let dim H s g and let k G n. Write the symmetric function
m S t , . . . , t , . . . , t , . . . , t l l 1 1 k k /^ ` _ ^ ` _ .lgPar n
g times g times
 .as a S t , . . . , t . Then a G a for all l.l l 1 k l l
 4Proof. Let H have basis h , . . . , h and consider the algebra isomor-1 g
phism
 < < < :  < :w : F z I s 1, . . . , X , j s 1, . . . , g ª F X H ,i j
 .  .  :given by w z s h x . If f in the free algebra F z is a p.i. for A, theni j j i i j
 .  < :w f g F X H will be an H-p.i. for A. Hence, there will be an induced
 .  < .map w from U A onto U A H . We may define an action of GL onk g k k
 :  .F z by allowing it to act on the first index only, i.e, for A s a g GLi j a b k
 .we have Az s  a z . This induces a GL structure on U A andi j a a i a j k k g
 .makes the map w into a GL -surjection. The GL -character of U Ak k k g
 .is m S t , . . . , t , . . . , t , . . . , t , where each factor is repeated g times,l l 1 1 k k
 < .  .and the GL -character of U A H is a S t , . . . , t . The lemma nowk k l l 1 k
follows.
At this point we need to investigate some of the properties of the
l w xLittlewood]Richardson coefficients C ; cf. 10, 1.5 . These coefficientsm, n
may be defined in a number of equivalent ways, using Schur functions, or
symmetric group characters or hook Schur functions. For the definition
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w xand basic properties of hook Schur functions, see 6 . Since we will be
making use of all of these, we record the basic equations for the reader's
convenience:
m Ã m l lx m x s C x LR1 . m , n
l
S t , . . . , t S t , . . . , t s C l S t , . . . , t LR2 .  .  .  .m 1 k n 1 k m , n l 1 k
l
S t , . . . , t s S t , . . . , t S t , . . . , t LR3 .  .  .  .l 1 k m 1 k lr m 1 k
m
S t , . . . , t s C l S t , . . . , t , LR39 .  .  .lr m 1 k m , n n 1 k
n
and
HS t , . . . , t ; u , . . . , u HS t , . . . , t ; u , . . . , u .  .m 1 k 1 l n 1 k 1 l
s C l HS t , . . . , t ; u , . . . , u LR4 .  . m , n l 1 k 1 l
l
HS t , . . . , t ; u , . . . , u .l 1 k 1 l
s C l HS t , . . . , t ; u , . . . , u HS t , . . . , t ; u , . . . , u . .  . m , n m 1 a 1 b n aq1 k bq1 l
m , n
LR5 .
 .We also recall the definition of the k = l-hook, H k, l . A partition
 .  .l s l , l , . . . is in H k, l if and only if l has at most k parts greater1 2
than or equal to l, i.e., if and only if l F l. The significance of thiskq1
 .concept is that HS t , . . . , t ; u , . . . , u is non-zero precisely when l gl 1 k 1 l
 .  .  .  .H k, l . We also let H k, l; n s H k, l l Par n .
 .  . lLEMMA 10. If m g H k , l and n g H k , l , then C / 0 only if1 1 2 2 m , n
 .l g H k q k , l q l .1 2 1 2
 .Proof. In LR5 we substitute k q k for k, k for a, l q l for l, and1 2 1 1 2
 .  . ll for b. Under the hypothesis m g H k , l , n g H k , l and C / 01 1 1 2 2 m , n
the left-hand side of the equation will be non-zero; hence HS t , . . . ,l 1
.t ; u , . . . , u will be non-zero and the lemma follows.k qk 1 l ql1 2 1 2
 . lLEMMA 11. For l g H k, l the Littlewood]Richardson coefficient Cm, n
< <  .is bounded by a polynomial in l depending on k and l .
 .  .  . lProof. By induction on k q l. If k, l s 1, 0 or 0, 1 , then C F 1m, n
 .by Young's rule. Given k, l we may assume without loss of generality that
 .k G 1. By Young's rule there exists a m9 g H k y 1, l and an a such that
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C m / 0. Now,m9, a.
l l m Ã n :C s x , x m xm , n
l a. Ã  m9. Ã n :F x , x m x m x
s C l C l9 . a. , l9 m9 , n
l9
By Young's rule, each C l F 1, and the number of terms in the sum isa., l9
< < l9 < <F l . And, by induction, C is polynomially bounded in l9 and so am9, n
< <fortiori is also bounded in l . The lemma follows.
LEMMA 12. Let
S t , . . . , t , . . . , t , . . . , t s c l, m S t , . . . , t , .  .l 1 k 1 k m 1 k /^ ` _ m
g copies
 .and assume that l g H k, l . Then
 .  .  .a If c l, m / 0 then m g H gk, gl .
 .  . < <b  c l, m is bounded by a polynomial in l depending on k and l.m
Proof.
S t , . . . , t , . . . , t , . . . , t .l 1 k 1 k
s S t , . . . , t S t , . . . , t ??? S t , . . . , t , .  .  . a 1 k a ra 1 k a ra 1 k1 2 1 g gy1
a : ??? :a sl1 g
 .where each a g H k, l . For each ii
S t , . . . , t s C a i S t , . . . , t , .  .a ra 1 k b , a b 1 ki iy1 i iy1 i
bi
 .where each b : a g H k, l . Finally, each producti i
S t , . . . , t S t , . . . , t ??? S t , . . . , t .  .  .a 1 k b 1 k b 1 k1 2 g
s Cg1 Cg 2 ??? Cg gy 1 S t , . . . , t . . a , b g , b g , b g 1 k1 2 1 3 gy2 g gy1
g , g , . . . , g1 2 gy1
 .  .Part a now follows from Lemma 10 and part b follows from Lem-
ma 11.
THEOREM 13. Let A be an ordinary p.i. algebra acted on by the finite-di-
mensional Hopf algebra H. Let a be the multiplicity of x l in the H-l
cocharacter of A. Then:
 .  .a There exist k and l such that a s 0 for l f H k, l .l
 .b The function  a is bounded by a polynomial in n.lg Parn. l
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 . lc Let d s the dimension of the irreducible S -module S . Then thel n
 < .multilinear codimensions  a d s deg x A H are exponentiallylg Parn. l l Sn
bounded in n.
 .  . ld Let D l be the dimension of the irreducible GL -module W .k k k .
Then the homogeneous codimensions  a Dl s deg f n. are polyno-lg L n. l k . kk
mially bounded in n.
Proof. By Lemma 9, it is enough to prove the corresponding statements
 .for a . With notation as in Lemma 9 and 12, a s  c l, m m . By thel l m m
w xAmitsur]Regev theorem 2 , there exist k9 and l9 such that m s 0 unlessm
 .  .  .m g H k9, l9 . By Lemma 12 a , a s 0 unless l g H gk9, gl9 .l
Likewise,
a s c l, m m .l m
m
F c l, m max m . . m
mm
 .The first factor is polynomial by Lemma 12 b , and the second factor is
w xpolynomial by the Berele]Regev theorem 7 . Finally,  a slg Parn. l
 . a is polynomial because the cardinality of H k, l is polynomiallg H k , l; n. l
in n.
 .For c ,
a d s a d l l l l
 .  .lgPar n lgH k , l ; n
F a max d l g H k , l ; n . . 4 l l /
 .lgH k , l ; n
 .The first factor is polynomial by part b , and the second is exponential
w xby 6, 7.16 and 7.17 .
 . lPart d is similar, using the fact that dim W is polynomial.
COROLLARY. The algebra satisfies a Capelli identity if and only if there
 .exists a k such that a s 0 for l outside of the strip H k, 0 .l
THEOREM 14. Let A be an H-algebra, with a as abo¨e. If the a satisfyl l
any of the following conditions, then A is a p.i. algebra:
 .  .a There exist k, l such that a s 0 unless l g H k, l .l
 .b The colength sequence  a is bounded by a polynomiallg Parn. l
function of n.
 .c The multilinear codimensions  a d are bounded by anlg Parn. l l
exponential function of n.
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 . ld The homogeneous codimensions  a D are bounded by alg L n. l k .k
polynomial function of n.
 < .   .  . <Proof. Recall that V X H s Span h x ??? h x s g S ,n 1 s 1. n s n. n
4  < .  . h , . . . , h g H . So, V X H contains as a subspace V X s Span x1 n n n s 1.
< 4??? x s g S . The algebra A will be p.i. if and only if the elements ofs n. n
 .  < .  .V X are linearly independent modulo I A H . The space V X is ann n
 < .  .S -submodule of V X H . If A is not p.i., then the S -character of V Xn n n n
 < .would be greater than or equal to x A H . But, as an S -module,S nn
 .  .  .  .V X ( FS , and the S -character of FS satisfies none of a , b , or c .n n n n
 .Part d follows similarly. Let W be the span of all homogeneousn
 4degree n polynomials in x , . . . , x . Then, if A is not p.i. W will not1 k n
 < .intersect I A H . But in this case the dimension of W gives a lowern
bound for the nth homogeneous codimension.
Remark. Theorems 13 and 14 can be generalized. The proofs of these
theorems do not make use of the full force of the Hopf algebraic structure
of H. All we need is a map H m A ª A such that for each h g H there
exists h , h , hX , and hX g H such that for all a , a g A1. 2. 1. 2. 1 2
h a a s h a h a q hX a hX a . .  .  .  .  . 1 2 1. 1 2. 2 1. 2 2. 1
Perhaps the most important such case which is not a Hopf action is the
case of algebras with involution. In this case Amitsur proved that an
algebra satisfies a *-identity if and only if it is p.i. Most of our theory has
w xalready been done in this case in 9, 5 . Here is none new result. It is
w xConjecture 5.11 of 9 .
THEOREM 15. Let A be a p.i. algebra with in¨olution and let a be thel
multiplicity of x l in the *-cocharacter. Then the colength sequence
 a is bounded by a polynomial in n.lg Parn. l
4. H-INVARIANTS
Given any F-algebra A, the wreath product A ; S is equal to then
vector space Amn m FS with multiplication defined by the productn
a m???ma ms b m???mb mt s a b y1 m???ma b y1 mst , .  .1 n 1 n 1 s 1. n s n.
 .for all a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b g As , t g S . We write a m ??? m a ; s1 n 1 n n 1 n
with a semicolon in place of the last m. In the case of A s H o p, we may
o p  < .identify H ; S with the space of multilinear H-polynomials V X Hn n
defined in Section 1, via:
h m ??? m h ; s m h x ??? h x . .  .  .1 n s 1. s 1. s n. s n.
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LEMMA 16. In the abo¨e identification, if w g H o p ; S corresponds ton
 .  < .  .f x , . . . , x g V X H and if w9 s h m ??? m h ; s is an element of1 n n 1 n
H o p ; S , then the product w9w g H o p ; S corresponds to the polynomialn n
  .  ..  < .f h x , . . . , h x . In particular, if f g I A H is an H-identitys 1. s 1. s n. s n.
for A, then w9w corresponds to an H-identity for A.
o p  < .Lemma 16 implies that the H ; S action on V X H defined usingn n
the above identification induces an action of H o p ; S on the quotientn
 < .   < .  < ..  < . o pV X H r V X H l I A H . We define x A H to be the H ;n n H ; Sn
S character of this quotient. The following is immediate from the defini-n
tion of inducing down:
 < .  < .LEMMA 17. x A H x s x A H .H ; S S Sn n n
Since inducing down preserves degree and does not decrease length, the
following is immediate from Theorem 13.
 .   < ..THEOREM 18. A deg x A H is exponentially bounded as aH ; Sn
function of n if and only if A is p.i., and
 .   < ..b If A is p.i. then length x A H is polynomially bounded as aH ; Sn
function of n.
 o p.In a similar manner, we may refine the GL -cocharacter. Let GL Hk k
be the group of invertible k = k matrices with entries in H o p. Then
 o p.  < :GL H acts on F x , . . . , x H and since this action is by lineark 1 k
substitutions it takes H-identities of A to H-identities of A. Hence
n. < .  o p.U A H will be a module for GL H and we define its character tok
n.  < . n. < .be w A H . Since this character induces down to w A H we getG L H . kk
 n. .THEOREM 19. A is a p.i. algebra if and only if deg w is polynomi-G L H .k
ally bounded in n.
In order to compare x with w n. , and to say something aboutH ; S G L H .n k
hooks, we need to say more about the representation theory of H o p ; S .n
This will be our next subject.
5. REPRESENTATION THEORY OF H o p ; Sn
AND COCHARACTERS
For the remainder of this paper we will specialize to the case of H
semisimple as an algebra and F will be an algebraically closed field.
Our source of information on the representation theory of H o p ; S isn
w x11 . We first summarize the pertinent constructions and theorems from
that paper in a slightly modified form, then we will apply that theory to the
study of cocharacters. We point out that the construction of H o p ; S andn
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 o p.GL H use only the algebraic structure of H and that the coalgebrak
structure is irrelevant.
o p  o p.let W be a k-dimensional vector space. Each of H ; S and GL Hn k
 .mnact on H m W . The former acts on the right via
h m w m ??? h m w g m ??? m g ; s .  .1 1 n n 1 n
s g h m w m ??? m g h m w .s 1. s 1. s 1. s n. s n. s n.
Note that S is acting from the right by permuting places and so thisn
 < .  o p.action will not preserve I A H in general. The action of GL H is as in
the previous section: It is the restriction of the diagonal action of H o p m
 .  < .GL F acting on the left, and it does preserve I A H . These two actionsk
w xcommute. There is Theorem 4.3 from 11 :
 .  .  o p. THEOREM 20 Regev . a E¨ery GL H -endomorphism of H mk
.mn o pW comes from H ; S .n
 . o p  .mnb E¨ery H ; S endomorphism of H m W is a linear combi-n
 o p.nation of maps coming from GL H .
Regev also gives explicit constructions for irreducible modules for each
o p  o p. o pof H ; S and GL H . Write H as a direct sum of simple algebrasn
o p t H s [ H , and let X : H be an irreducible H module si i i iis1
o p . o pirreducible H -module . The symmetric group S is contained in H ;n
 .mnS and so it acts on the right of H m W . Now, let m q ??? m s n andn 1 t
let l , . . . , l be partitions of m , . . . , m , respectively. Construct idem-1 t 1 t
potents e , . . . , e in FS , . . . , FS and hence an idempotent e gl l m m l:1 t 1 t
FS = ??? = FS : FS . Then M is defined to bem m n l:1 t
mm mm1 tX m W m ??? m X m W e .  . .1 t l:
mm mm mn1 ts X m W e m ??? X m W e : H m W . .  .  .1 l t l1 t
 .It will be non-zero if and only if dim W G ht l for all i. We will writei
 :  4  :  .  .ht l s max l . Likewise, we will write l g H a, b if l g H a, bi i i
for all i. Define N X byl:
mnX
o pN s Hom M , H m W . . /l: G LH . l:
w xThe following are in 11 and follow from Regev's double centralizer
theorem:
 .  .  o p.THEOREM 21 Regev . a M is an irreducible left GL H -module.l:
 .  .mn  o p.b H m W is GL H is isomorphic to a direct sum of M .l:
 . X  o p .c N is an irreducible right H ; S -module.l: n
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 . X  :d The construction of N is independent of k G ht l .l:
 .  o p . Xe E¨ery irreducible H ; S -module is of the form N for somen l:
 :l .
 < .In Section 4 we defined x A H to be the character of a certainH ; Sn
 o p . o pleft H ; S -module. Since H ; S is semisimple, the irreducible leftn n
 :modules will also be parameterized by multipartitions l . Denote the
corresponding left module N . One way to see the connection betweenl:
X  :N and N would be to use idempotents. For each l there is al: l:
o p X  o p .minimal idempotent f g H ; S such that N ( f H ; S .l: n l: l: n
 o p .One then defines N to be H ; S f . We may now define a andl: n l: l:
b vial:
< o px A H s a x N .  .H ; S l: H ; S l:n n
 :l
and
n. < o px A H s b x M . .  .G L H . l: G LH . l:k
 :l
Or, equivalently,
<V X H .n
o p( a NH ; S l: l:n< <V X H l I A H .  .n  :l
and
n. < o pU A H ( b M . . k G L H . l: l:k
 :l
k . When we wish to be more precise we will write b for b . We will seel: l:
 : .later that b does not depend on k for k G ht l .l:
 :We now turn to the task of proving that a s b for all l . In orderl: l:
to prove this, it suffices to prove analogues of Lemmas 7 and 8. To get an
analogue of Lemma 7, we take the special case of k s n. In this case the
 .mn.space H m W contains a subspace L of multilinear elements. If W
has basis x , . . . , x , then L would be spanned by elements of the form1 n
h m x m ??? m h m x , for some h , . . . , h g H, s g S . Hence, L1 s 1. n s n. 1 n n
may be identified with H o p ; S . Theorem 22 is perhaps of independentn
interest.
THEOREM 22. N ( L l M .l: l:
Proof. We choose a minimal idempotent e g H o p ; S such thatn
 .mn.  o p .M ( H m W e. Then L l M s Le ( H ; S e. So, to com-l: l: n
 o p .plete the proof we need to show that H ; S e ( N . This is equiva-n l:
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 o p . X Xlent to showing that e H ; S ( N . Now, N is defined ton l: l:
  .mn. o p o pbe Hom M , H m W . By semisimplicity, Hom M ,G LH . l: G LH . l:
 .mn.  .mn  .mn.o pH m W embeds into Hom H m W , H m W , and soG LH .
 o p.by Regev's double centralizer theorem, every GL H -map M ªl:
 .mn o pH m W is gotten from right multiplication by an element of H ; S .n
 .mn o pSince M s H m W e, right multiplication by any x g H ; Sl: n
is the same as right multiplication by ex. Therefore, N X is a homo-l:
 o p .morphic image of e H ; S . But, both are simple and so they must ben
isomorphic.
COROLLARY 23. a s bn. .l: l:
The next step is to show that bk . does not depend on k for k largel:
enough. Since k s dim W in the construction of M , we need to investi-l:
gate the effect of changing W. Let T : W ª W9 be a vector space surjec-
tion. Say dim W s K and dim W9 s k. Construct M as abovel:
mn mn1 tM s X m W e m ??? m X m W e . .  .l: 1 l t l1 t
We will write M for emphasis. Likewise, construct M X by replacingl:, K l:
W by W9,
mn mnX 1 tM s X m W9 e m ??? m X m W9 e . .  .l: 1 l t l1 t
Note that M X s 0 if dim W9 - ht l for some i. T induces a map we willl: i
X  . Xalso call T from M to M . It is easy to see that T M s M .l: l: l: l:
 : K . k .LEMMA 24. If K G k G ht l then b s b .l: l:
Proof. Let W be the vector space with basis x , . . . , x and let W9 be1 K
 .the vector space with basis x , . . . , x . Construct T : W ª W9 via T x s x1 k i i
 .for i F k and T x s 0 for i ) k. Then T induces an algebra mapi
 < .  < .  o p.T : U A H ª U A H . As a GL H -moduleK k
< K .U A H ( b M . .  K l: l: , K
n  :l &n
 :ht l Fk
Hence,
< K .T U A H s b M . . .  K l: l: , k
n  :l &n
 :ht l Fk
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  < ..  < .But, T U A H s U A H and so is isomorphic toK k
bk . M .  l: l: , k
n  :l &n
 :ht l Fk
This proves the lemma.
 :THEOREM 25. For all l of height F k, a s b .l: l:
Proof. By Lemma 24, bk . s bn. , and by Lemma 23 bn. s a .l: l: l: l:
 o p .6. COMPARISON OF H ; S - ANDn
S -COCHARACTERSn
 < .  < .o pIn this section we compare x A H and x A H . According toH ; S Sn n
 o p .Lemma 17, we need to investigate the decomposition of H ; S -n
modules on restriction to S . Recall that H o p s [H , where each H is an i i
simple algebra and that X : H is a simple H -module. Let d be thei i i i
dimension of X .i
 .DEFINITION. Given partition l , . . . , l with ht l F d , i s 1, . . . t. Let1 t i i
< < < <  .  : .l q ??? q l s n and let m g Par n . Define c l , m to be the coeffi-1 t
 .cient of the Schur function S x , . . . , x in the symmetric functionm 1 n
S x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x ??? S x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x /  /l 1 n 1 n l 1 n 1 n1 t^ ` _ ^ ` _
d copies d copies1 t
 :s c l , m S x , . . . , x . . . m 1 n
m
 .  :  .  : .LEMMA 26. a If l g H k, l and c l , m / 0 then m g
 .H a k, a l , where a s d q ??? qd .1 t
 .  :  .  : .b If l g H k, l , then c l , m is bounded by a polynomial in
< : < < < < <  .l s l q ??? q l depending on k, l, and d , . . . , d .1 t 1 t
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 10, 11, and 12.
 : < < < <LEMMA 27. Gi¨ en l with l s n , . . . , l s n , n q ??? qn s n,1 1 t t 1 t
H ; S ln  : .then N x has S -character  c l , m x .l: S n mn
Proof. We let W be a vector space of dimension n and we use W to
 .mn1  .mntconstruct M s X m W e m ??? m X m W e . By Theoreml: 1 l t l1 t
22, N s M l L, the space of multilinear elements in M . Now,l: l: l:
 .M is a module for GL W s GL . As a GL -module, it is not hard tol: n n
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see that M has characterl:
S x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x ??? S x , . . . , x , . . . , x , . . . , x /  /l 1 n 1 n l 1 n 1 n1 t^ ` _ ^ ` _
d copies d copies1 t
 :s c l , m S x , . . . , x . . . m 1 n
It now follows from the proof of Lemma 7 that M l L has S -characterl: n
l : . c l , m x .m
COROLLARY 28.
m<  :x A H s a c l , m x , .  .S l:n
< : <l sn
< <m sn
 : .and so a s  a c l , m .m l: l:
Much of Theorem 29 has already been proven, but we collect the
various parts together for the sake of clarity.
THEOREM 29. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .a A is a p.i. algebra,
 .   < ..b deg x A H is exponentially bounded,H ; Sn
 .   < ..c length x A H is polynomially bounded,H ; Sn
 .  < .d there exist k and l such that x A H is supported in the k = lH ; Sn
 .hook H k, l , and
 .   < ..e deg x A H is polynomially bounded.G L H .k
 .  .  .Proof. a m b : See Theorem 18 a .
 .  .  .a m d : If a s 0 outside of some H k, l , then a sl: m
 : .  .  . c l , m a will be 0 outside of H a k, a l for a as in Lemma 26 a .l: l:
Conversely, assume that a / 0 and that some l , say l , is not in al: i 1
 . particular hook H k, l . The symmetric function S x , . . . ,l 11
.  .x , . . . , x , . . . , x will contain S x , . . . , x with positive multiplicity, andn 1 n l 1 n1
each product
S x , . . . , x S x , . . . , x ??? S x , . . . , x .  .  .l 1 n a 1 n a 1 n1 2 t
 .  .contains only S x , . . . , x with l : m. Hence m f H k, l .m 1 n 1
 .  .  .  .  .a m c : Theorem 18 b is equivalent to a « c . The reverse implica-
tion follows from
 :a s c l , m a . m l:
m  :l , m
 :F a max c l , m . . l: / < : < < <l , m sn :l
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 .By Lemma 26 b the right-hand side will be polynomially bounded, and so
 .A will be p.i. by Theorem 14 b .
 .  .a m e : See Theorem 19.
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